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Presidents Message 

Hi one and all. Well I've had a busy time 

since the last newsletter. Not necessarily to 

do with the club. 

 

The first working bee had a great roll up but 

the wind thought it will roll up too and make 

its presence known. So we decided it was 

probably not the best idea to deal with taking 

down the hangar doors for adjustment in 20kt 

winds. However a general clean up of 

hangars, bins to hangars, marking directions 

of slide doors and a few cups of coffee. So 

the day wasn't totally wasted. 

 

We celebrated Peter and Felicity's engagement party at Eudunda SA last 

weekend. (My absence at the last general meeting ). We had such a 

wonderful time and the families and friends thoroughly enjoyed the day. 

I have been able to take my Jabiru for a few flights getting myself familiar with 

the plane in calm and windy days. A beautiful plane to fly and I'm getting 

confident to head off to Qld in her soon. 

 

Well folks that's my wrap for this month. I will have a story from Narromine Air 

show next month. 

 

Safe flying..Karen. 

 

Editorial,  
Dear all, It has been an absolute pleasure to produce 

this edition of the SSAC Newsletter, Along the way I 

have met some wonderful folk and become aware of 

some of their diverse and interesting backgrounds.          

 

I very much enjoy the social pages of our little newsletter.  

May I encourage all to send in their social events and may I encourage every 

little outback community as well to send in their events and this little club and 

friends may just fly by. 

 



 

Wenty Working Bee, Sunday 15 October 2017.  Remove and adjust height of 

sliding hangar doors to Hanger 1. 

left to right. John Powell, Doug Clarke, Peter Hupfield and  Lorraine Powell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

  

Working Bee.  Helpers. John and Lorraine Powell, Rod Taylor, Owen Bray, Peter 

Hupfeld and Doug Clarke 

  



 

Ian Hammerton

 

Ian flys a Jabiru LSA aircraft 55-3558.  Ian’s background in aviation includes gliders 

and GA aircraft albeit some time back.  Ian is renewing his interest in aviation 

flying with the Jabiru under the guidance of Cliff Banks.  Ian has informed this 

newsletter that he is still crashing (chuckle) and Cliff saves him all the time.   

  

 



 

Date:  13 – 15 October 2017 

A group of travellers from afar happened to stop by 

Wenty on route to the Antique Aero Planes association 

spring fly in, and return 15 October 2017.  The fly-in this 

year being held in the Clare valley,  South Australia. 

Pictured is Don Harvie from 

Wedderburn NSW, about 80ks 

sw of Sydney.  Flying a Auster 

J4 built in 1946 with a cruise 

speed of between 75-80kts 

holding 120 litres of fuel @ 23 

litres per hour.  The Auster has 

a 100 hp Blackburn cirrus 

minor inverted 4 engine.  Of 

note this particular aircraft 

has a history about Wenty. 

Left.  Ian and his son Monty Pearce 

happened by - flying a Aeronca Champ 

built in 1954, with a 90 Hp continental 

engine, using 19 litres ph and having a 

cruise speed of 77 kts 

   

 



Pictured Barbara and Clin 

Aston-Martin from Temora 

flying a Cessna 150T built in 

1967.  This aircraft has a 

cruise speed on 87 kts holds 

100 litres of fuel and uses 20 

litres ph.  The engine is a 

continental 0200 

 

 

Mark and Caroline Skidmore 

flying a CT4, an ex RAF 

training aircraft, This aircraft 

has a 210 HP IO-360 engine 

with a cruise speed of 120 kts 

and is fully aerobatic.  Mark is 

now semi retired after 

holding various government 

positions.  Mark and Caroline 

are flying to the Antique Aero 

Spring Fly in. 

  

Diane Davey and Phil Prap fly a 

Piper Pacer with 160hp,  

0-320 Lycoming engine. Initially 

built as a tri-pacer and delivered 

new to Australia in 1958. The 

Super Spread Aviation Company 

initially owned this aircraft. later 

owned by the air -commodore at 

the Nowra Naval Base as a 

personal aircraft.  Diane and Phil 

have owned the aircraft for about 

25 years and converted the aircraft to a tail dragger about 15 years ago.  The aircraft 

has flown all over the country with Diane and Phil currently flying about 100hrs per 

year .Cruise speed is 110 kts with a 500 nm fuel range. 



Kevin and Vicki Bailey. Perth WA. 

Flying a 1935 Stinson Reliant 

Gullwing SR8C equipped with a 

Lycoming R680 300hp Radial 

engine, Cruise speed 95kt using 

60 litres ph.  Imported into 

Australia in 1936 by the Vacuum 

Oil company.  Privately owned 

until the outbreak of war, served 

with the RAAF as A17-1,  

In 2003 the aircraft was 

purchased and moved to Perth 

where it was restored and first 

flew again in 2006.  An estimated 

4000hrs was put into the 

restoration project.  In 2007 the aircraft was awarded the Grand Champion at the Avalon air show. 

 

15/10/2017.  Ian Harvie pictured with a 

1947 Aeronica Chief, This aircraft was 

purchased in South Africa in 1984 and 

shipped to Australia. It has a C85 

Continental 85hp motor, cruise speed of 

80 kts and uses 20 lph.  This aircraft is 

currently hangared in Wedderburn NSW. 

Ian is returning from the Antique Aircraft 

fly-in in the Clare Valley South Australia. 

 

 

 

Jayne ad Steve Guilmartin flying a 

1948 Stinson 108-3 voyager. 115hp 

6c Franklin engine from Kyneton 

Victoria.  This aircraft has a history 

in Argentina and the United 

Kingdom.   

  



Matt and Karen Henderson flying a 

Cessna 0-1G Bird dog, This aircraft was 

built in 1952 and has seen service in the 

Vietnam war both with the USA air-force 

1972 – 1975 and the South Vietnamese 

Air force. The aircraft was restored 

between 1991 – 2008.  Equipped with a 

continental 0-470 engine pushing out 

213hp at 95 knots 

Matt is the current president of the antique 

aeroplane organisation, has served 6 years 

with the RAAF and is currently associated 

with the Royal Australian Air-force museum 

at Point cook. 

 

 

 

Apparently these rockets are replicas???, 

 

 

 

 

 

15 October 2017.  David Coates,  from Swan 

Hill flying a tail dragger Cessna C140, 

Engine Continental 0200 100hp using 23 lph 

and at cruising 95 kts.  



Our Reference:  

Your Reference:  

Prepared By: Trevor Willcock, Team Leader 
Civil Projects and 
Maintenance 

Phone:  

Date: 6
th

 January 2017 

 

 
Pooncarie Aerodrome 
 
Council recently installed a new illuminated wind indicator at the Pooncarie Aerodrome. 
Following issues with wind sock movement and bearing failure Council purchased and installed a 
complete new unit, the new wind indicator complies with CASA and Australian Electrical Standards. The 
unit was supplied by Weather Works a specialist aviation wind indicator supplier from Western Australia 
and installed by council staff and a local electrical contractor. 
The new unit is an 8.5 meter high hot dipped galvanised pole, mid hinged for ease of serviceability, 
allowing it to be serviced by 1 person and was supplied pre wired with LED lighting. 
 
The old unit has been delivered to Council’s Wentworth works depot, where it will undergo the necessary 
upgrade to then see future use at Wentworth aerodrome as a secondary (yellow) wind indicator 
replacing the existing secondary indicator that has maintenance issues. 
 

 
  

                                                     

 

Wentworth 
Shire Council 

26-28 Adelaide Street WENTWORTH NSW 2648 
PO Box 81 WENTWORTH NSW 2648 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Peter and Felicity’s engagement:   

Peter and Felicity are often seen about the  

Wentworth airport precinct.   

Peter and Felicity were engaged at 

Eudunda SA on Saturday 7 October 2017. 

May all at the Wentworth Sporting Aviation 

Club wish you both all the best. 

P.S. There is a rumour/a story or two floating  

about the outback that Peter proposed to  

Felicity whilst flying, sorta makes sense  

she can’t get away. 

 

 

                           (L-R) Sam, Karen, Felicity, Peter, Terry, Georgina and Mark 

                        (Front) Violet and Emmett 

 

 

 

 



 

Felicity grew up on a farm at Eudunda SA with mixed cropping and a piggery. Felicity is a 
very talented physiotherapist who is now working at the Mildura Base Hospital. Pete and 
Flick met at Daniel and Chelsea Harris wedding. 

 
Guests came from Western Australia Three of Felicity's house mates flew from Perth as a 
surprise (orchestrated by Peter)..and succeeded.  Also from north of Broken Hill, NSW 
and many from Adelaide and SA areas. 

 
Peter grew up on a property north of Pooncarie NSW. He has a natural talent for 
mechanics, anything that goes flat out ( jet boats, rally cars, motorbikes) and definitely a 
competent pilot. 
 

Peter conned Felicity to go flying early one Sunday..it was a cold morning too. She was 
rugged up like an eskimo. They were flying watching the sun come up when Pete said " 
what's that ringing noise", handed the controls over to Flick who immediately went into 
panic mode. Then Pete made out to search for the "ringing noise" and produced a box.  

Then asked Flick to marry him.. 
 

More surprises..we organised both families to be at the aerodrome when they 
landed..Surprise..!!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Rod Taylor (left) a long serving member of the Sunraysia Sport Aviation club 

and Trevor Hall recently met with old mates at a shearers’ reunion in 

Broken Hill NSW. 

 28th /29th September 2017 Doug Clark and myself attended a Shearers Dinner at Broken Hill , We 
thought it would be a good opportunity to catch up with a few of our old mates , however as most 
of our shearing was in the late 1950s to the early 1970s there was only a few that we knew. 
   
The event coincided with a major shearing title and the guest speaker at the dinner was the world 
champion shearer, he was very interesting to hear. 
 
 I first started working in the sheds in 1958 or 59 as a roustabout it was just after the 1956 
shearers strike and I had to produce proof that I was 16 as this was the minimum age allowed 
[child exploitation was outlawed in the new award] The shearers ran me off my feet keeping up to 
them and at the end of the day they would reward me with a good fill of plonk in my pannikin, they 
said it made me smile. 
 
The shearers would let me start or finish off a sheep occasionally and after a season of this I was 
determined to be a shearer, I was lucky enough to have a good mate who helped me into a 
shearing run. 
 
I was determined to beat the shear agony and all the aches and pains { that took 4 years ] and by 
then I could always shear a respectful tally 
 
 
 



Most of the early years, I worked through the Western District and Wimmera and with the odd trip 
north of Broken Hill.  Then in 1963 my parents and myself moved back to Mildura from Edenhope 
where we were living and started working all year round. This is When I first met Doug Clark and 
most of the time we worked the same Runs. 
 
To get year round work we had to do a lot of travelling. The northern runs were generally from 
Mildura to nearly Hay, East to Ivanhoe and across to Menindee, Broken Hill, White Cliffs to 
Wanaaring and Right up the Tibooburra road.  Then 3 months through Western Victoria and lower 
South Australia. In January we made our way back up North to start all over again. One year Doug 
and myself Shore in The Northern Flinders Ranges there was a drought in our normal areas so 
away we went . 
 
 It was a great life, I worked for many Farmers and 13 different shearing contractors, made many 
friends but sadly many have passed away The above photo is of myself and Trevor Hall from 
Hawker, he is the last living contractor that I worked for . I finished shearing in about 1973 and I 
wish I had the space to tell of the some of the great times but I guess I am starting to show my 
age. 
 

      

 

 

Get your names into the Secretary (Tracey) for the SSAC Christmas party 

6:30pm for 7pm departure, 16 December 2017 on the Paddle steamer 

Rothbury.  Departing from the Mildura wharf:  

Costs $65 Adults children $30,  4 hour cruise. 

 

Visiting Pilots. 

Dave Sammut has a car for hire if you give him a 

bit of notice  Dave’s   mob 0408591067  or  email 

schemarla@hotmail.com.au 

 



 

 

On the week end of 7th. & 8th. of October 
2017,  24 pilots took part in Sunraysia 
Aeromodellers, 17th annual thermal glider 
contest held at the Wentworth show grounds.  
The gliding class is known as F3j. 
 
Competitors in fly teams of four and in this 
competition, their are seven heats.  
Each heat has a 12 minute working time with 
each pilot attempting to achieve a 10 minute 
flight and land as close as possible to a spot 

on the ground. More than one launch is permitted in a heat but only the last flight counts. One 
point per second is awarded up to ten minutes then one point per second deducted over ten 
minutes. Extra points are awarded for accuracy of the landing. A perfect flight being exactly ten 
minutes and landing within 20cm of the spot. 700 points. 
  
The aircraft vary in span from 3-4 meters and weigh around 
2kg. Construction is a mixture of carbon fiber and kevlar. 
The wings are hollow molded from carbon and are very 
strong.The models are launched on a winch constructed from 
a car starter motor with a drum fitted.80+kg monofilament is 
used as the launch line. This line travels out 150m, through a 
pulley and back to the winch. The line is connected to a hook 
on the underside of the model, tension is then built up from 
the winch and the model kites are launched into the wind 
releasing at the top. 
 
After launch the pilot achieves height by using thermals the same as full size gliders. 
The skill in this kind of flying comes from being able to not only stay aloft for ten minutes, being 
able to judge your decent and landing to coincide with a stop watch so points aren’t lost by flying 
over the ten minute time but control the glider into a small landing area. 
  
This contest as stated earlier is hosted by Sunraysia Aeromodellers Mildura. Our club has been in 
existence for some 40 years. We cater for all types of model flying including power, glider, control 
line and helicopter. 
 
Our flying site is situated on 23rd St. Koorlong. 
Just behind the NW Motor Cycle club.  Flying 
takes part Tuesdays, Fridays and Sundays. If 
you are interested in our hobby/sport please 
contact our president Jack Dodd on 0499 044 
661 or our Secretary Owen Reed on 03-5021-
5143. You can also visit our web site 
 http://www.sunraysiaaeromodellers.org.au  or 
come out to the field and have a look. 
  
Information supplied by Darrel Blow: Glider CD. 
  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Editor:  It has been some years since this aviator has flown a glider, however it 

Is the opinion of this RA pilot that for those young folk who wish to embark on 

an Aviation career, than there is no better way to learn to start flying than, to 

fly a non powered aircraft first.  I am not really sure if the telepone numbers in 

this pic are still current but the sign still is. To find out more please visit the 

following website address   http://www.sunraysiaglidingclub.org/  or contact 

this editor at ombre495@gmail.com  

 

 

But what madman gets into a plane with none. 

mailto:ombre495@gmail.com


 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

NEWS FROM NANUA 

 All events have been rearranged. NEW events and increased prize money in some events. 

 NEW band Kung Fu Jesus from Mildura 

 Coffee Van will be on site over the weekend 

COMPETITOR & WEEKEND INFO 2017 

WEEKEND INFORMATION 

Friday Night 
Hawaiian 
Prizes Awarded - Bar Opens 6.30pm 

Saturday 
Gymkhana Events start at 9.30am 
Office Opens 8.30am  
Bar Opens at 10.30am 
Toy Library for the kids 
LIVE BAND at night 

ADMISSION: $15  
Includes entertainment, gate prize for adults & kids, shower facilities & power 

KIMBERLEY RACECOURSE 

MUDMAP on website - 140km S Broken Hill - 260km E Burra  - 240km N Renmark - 250km N Mildura 

DRINKS BOOTH & FULL FOOD CATERING All Weekend - COFFEE CAN also on site 
No ATM or EFTPOS - No glass bottles or cups. - No dogs allowed due to a dog baiting program in 
progress. 

Proceeds in aid of Legacy, St Johns, OMRU Toy Library, and other community charities 

Club Membership $5 is required to enter any event and for all competitors. Cash prize for horse 
events, unless otherwise stated, 1st $50, 2nd $30, 3rd $20 

AGE GROUPS FOR COMPETITORS 

Age groups are as follows;  

 Under 8 Led 

 8 to 13 year olds 

 14 to 17 year olds 

 Over 18 years old 

 OPEN  

 JUNIOR events are for competitors under 18 years 

AGE Competitor must stay in the same age groupings for the entire day. 

One horse for ridden events unless timed event. 

For led events up to 2 kids only on 1 horse. 

Competitors in Under 10 LED, 10 to 13 year olds and 14 to 17 year olds may ride in one age group 
above with parental permission and by approval of the Secretary but MUST stay in that age group for 
the remainder of the competition 

 

EQUIPMENT 
Approved helmets to be worn at all times when on the horse at the grounds. 

All riders must wear sleeved shirts, no singlets. 

 

NOMINATIONS 
Nominations for Ladies and Men’s Open Barrel Race is $5. 
Nominations for all other events are free. 

 

NOVELTY RULES 
Novelty events run under Committee Rules based on Sporting Horse Australia Rules and at the 
discretion of steward on the day. 



 

RACE RULES 
Minimum weight for all flat races 63.5kg., except Jumbo, live weight 73 kg., race weight minimum 83kg 
or as decided by the Committee. 
All riders in flat races to be 16 years and over. 
Competitors in flat races to wear colours if possible. 

 

GENERAL EVENT RULES 
All participants must be current members of the club. 

No rider shall be permitted to partake of intoxicating drink before their last event. 

Judges decision is final. 

All participants compete at their own risk. 

Horses shall be nominated and ridden in all events of the Club by members only with the approval of 
the committee. 

All riders competing at the Club’s event must be non-professional or by special permission of the 
committee. 

The Committee reserves the right to change or delete any part of the program or allotted prizes. 

The Committee has the right to remove or order from the grounds any person or horse acting in a 
dangerous or uncontrollable manner as to cause embarrassment or injury to others. 

Competitor’s/participants at any event run by Nanua Picnic Race & Quarter Horse Club Incorporated 
have a responsibility to ensure the welfare of their horses and at all times to treat their horses 
humanely and with dignity, respect and compassion. 

Competitors/participants are to conduct themselves in a professional manner and act with integrity in all 
dealings with the Affiliate and other competitors. To uphold the rules and regulations of the Nanua 
Picnic Race & Quarter Horse Club Incorporated and the AQHA at all times. 

Competitors/participants are to demonstrate good sportsmanship at all times, showing respect for your 
fellow competitors and officials, following the rules and to treat people the way you yourself wish to be 
treated. 

The starting of events must be left to the discretion of the judge or Official Starter, recalling the field if 
he/she considers it necessary 

A competitor who causes interference during an event or does not make sufficient effort to stand 
his/her horse at the start line will be disqualified and, if disqualified, shall not be permitted to start in a 
re-run. 

PEOPLE EVENT INFORMATION 
Whipcracking age groups to be open and under 16 
 
LIST OF EVENTS for 2017 
1 HAIFA RIDER BRIEFING 
2 UNDER 8 LED BENDING RACE Sponsored by Waterbag Station 

3 UNDER 8 LED BARREL RACE, Sponsored by Dr Andrew Crossman 
4 UNDER 8 LED MUSICAL CHAIRS Sponsored by DJR Distributors 
5 UNDER 8 LED MONTE CARLO Sponsored by Broken Hill Exhaust & Engineering 
6 8 TO 13 YEARS BENDING RACE, Sponsored by Addie Meryls Coffee shop 
7 14 TO 17 YEARS BENDING RACE, Sponsored by Dann's of Broken Hill 
 
8 Mulga Hill Tavern OPEN BENDING RACE ***1st: $100 2nd: $50 3rd: $25 
9 JUNIOR FLAG RACE Sponsored by Landmark Broken Hill 
 
10 IOR Petroleum OPEN FLAG RACE ***1st: $100 2nd:$50 3rd: $25 
11 8 TO 13 YEARS BARREL RACE Sponsored by IOR Petroleum 
12 14 TO 17 YEARS BARREL RACE Sponsored by Elders Rural Services 
 
13 Carpentaria Exploration MEN’S OPEN BARREL RACE ***1st: $400 2nd:$100 3rd:$50 
14 Gary Radford & Sons LADIES OPEN BARREL RACE ***1st: $400 2nd:$100 3rd: $50 
15 JC SMITH FAMILY MEMORIAL CUP 600 metres 
***1st: $800 - 2nd: $500 - 3rd: $300   ~ Sponsored by MLiss McBride’s family 
~ Ron & Marilyn Harvy Presentation Rug 
~ Silver City Stumpmunchers & Tree Lopping Winning Jockey Award 
~ Cup for winning horse 

 



16 CHILDREN’S FOOT RACES and NOVELTIES Sponsored by Rosella Distributors 
17 LADIES 18 AND UNDER FOOT RACE Sponsored by Charlotte's on the Grand ***Trophy 
18 MEN’S FOOT RACE Sponsored by Western Auto Electrical ***Trophy 
19 8 TO 13 YEARS MONTE CARLO, Sponsored by Sprint Auto Parts 
20 UNDER 14 YEARS LED & RIDDEN LUCKY ENVELOPE RACE Sponsored by Shippys Hardware Moonta 
 
21 George Goodie Memorial BRACELET, 400m          ***1st: $300 2nd: $200 3rd: $100 
22 14 TO 17 YEARS THREAD THE NEEDLE Sponsored by Schinella's Food & Liquor 
23 OPEN THREAD THE NEEDLE Sponsored by Spot On Outdoors 
24 8 TO 13 YEARS MUSICAL CHAIRS Sponsored by DJR Distributors 
25 14 TO 17 YEARS MUSICAL CHAIRS Sponsored by Consolidated Mining & Civil 
26 OPEN MUSICAL CHAIRS Sponsored by Dann's of Broken Hill 
27 JUNIOR LEMON RACE Sponsored by Elders Insurance 
28 OPEN BALLOON RACE Sponsored by Mulga Hill Tavern 
29 14 TO 17 YEARS TRIPLE CONE RACE Sponsored by Macarthurs MSVDH 
30 Elders Insurance OPEN TRIPLE CONE RACE 

31 THE NANUA YABBY RACE 

32 UNDER 16 YEARS WHIPCRACKING Sponsored by Outback Whips & Leather 
33 Andrew Bornholm Memorial OPEN WHIPCRACKING 
34 WOMEN’S THROW THE ROLLING PIN Sponsored by Demo Club *Value $100 
35 WOMEN’S DRIVE THE NAIL Sponsored by Tydvil Hotel *Value $100 

36 THRONE RACE 

37 Getting There TUG ‘O’ WAR Men & Mixed Teams 6, Women 8 max $500 

ALSO THANKYOU TO THE FOLLOWING:  

ANZ members wristbands  

Olga Kennedy Kids Gate Prize 

LEGACY Gate Prize  

Sturt Club Red Lantern Award 

BILANDES Sportsman & Jockey Awards 

Shippy's Hardware St Johns Prize 

--  
Cheers 
Lee-Anne Bright 
 
Secretary's Office 
Nanua Picnic Races & Quarter Horse Club Inc. 

 

 

 

 

Just a note for Pilots (from last years’ flight into Nanua,) The wind sock 

was stuck in a tree on the other side of the strip however there was plenty 

of dust to indicate wind direction,  Had a great time. Cheers Ed. 

You will be picked up but it is only a short walk. 

 



 

 

Airstrip diagram supplied with the courtesy of David Shrimpton.  Flying Padre 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Republished with permission from the Mildura 4wd Club 

Mt Ive also caters for light aircraft. I think and they have an airstrip there somewhere 

anyway visit http://www.mtive.com.au if you want to know more. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mtive.com.au/


 

Dear all, The Whitecliffs music festival committee is again holding an 

outback event so save the date May 18 – 20,  2018. 

Organise yourself with a group of your friends, fly or drive who cares.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


